Plausible Scenarios for Paterno Fellows in the class of 2014-2015 and beyond to meet their Global Awareness component:

(also applies to students in earlier classes who aspired or were admitted after Summer 2014)

Very Important Note: All of these students must complete the e-Portfolio in addition to what is below

**Student A is a Bachelor of Arts Student**

Chose to take Spanish only to level 003

Must take 12 credits of IL courses

- Takes an IL for that requirement that also falls in the GS requirement
- Can use his/her OC which is also falling into his/her GH requirement
- Takes an IL as one the other GH course
- **Takes an IL as one of the three BA KD courses**

12 IL credits=completed Global Awareness Requirement

**Student B is a Bachelor of Arts Student**

Chose to take Spanish to level 003 and French to level 003=Meets Global Awareness Requirement

**Student C is a Bachelor of Arts Student**

Chose to take only Italian to level 003

Must take 12 credits of IL courses

- Takes an IL for that requirement that also falls in the GS requirement
- Can use his/her OC which is also falling into his/her GH requirement
- Takes an IL as one of the three BA KD courses
- **Takes an IL in the major requirements for their program**

12 IL credits=completed Global Awareness Requirement
**Student D is a Bachelor of Science Student**

Chose not to take any languages

Must take 12 credits of IL courses

- 3-Takes an IL for that requirement that also falls in the GS requirement
- 6-Takes an IL for both of his/her GH courses
- 3-Takes an IL for one of his/her GA courses

12 IL credits=completed Global Awareness Requirement

**Student E is a Bachelor of Science Student**

Chose to take Chinese to the fifth level=Meets Global Awareness Requirement

**Student F is a Bachelor of Science Student**

Chose not to take any languages

Must take 12 credits of IL courses

- 3-Study’s abroad which give him/her the IL requirement
- 6-Takes both GS courses as ILs
- 3-Takes one GH course as an IL

12 IL credits=completed Global Awareness Requirement